
YOUR RULES DEFINE YOUR DESTINY

Rick Thompson is the bestselling author of the #1 new release on Amazon, The Quantum Mindset in a Nutshell: What 
They Don’t Teach You in School That Could Change Your LIfe, and is an engineer, businessman, and investor based 
in Seattle, Washington. He is a CEO in the cement and steel industry and is recognized 
as a leading authority on post-tensioning procedures working with big tech clients such as 
Microsoft and Google.

Rick has been infatuated with science, math, and the workings of the world since childhood. 
He is highly skilled at defining objectives, assessing requirements, and resolving problems, 
on and off the work field. His practical approach to business, life, and science is what makes 
his book special and very digestible for the average reader.

His book and guided programs will give you a tested nuts-and-bolts method for entering 
the quantum mindset and tapping heightened tools for manifesting your deepest dreams.

STOP SETTLING AND START THRIVING!  
IF YOUR RULES AREN’T WORKING FOR 
YOU...CHANGE THEM.

In this presentation, you’ll discover:

1

How to become aware 
of the default thoughts 
that run through your 

mind every day, things 
you’ve heard all your 

life. Are they even true?

2

How to recognize the 
thoughts you MUST 

change...right now...so 
you can become who 

you want to be and do 
what you want to do.

3

Exactly WHAT to say to 
uplevel your thoughts 

and future...words that 
build you up, rather than 
tear you down. You are 

UNLIMITED!

Do you find yourself falling short of your goals, then berating yourself for having failed yet again?  
But these negative thoughts practically doom you to failure the next time you try something new. 

The good news: you can FIX the RULES that define your destiny. You can reshape your one- 
liners, the negative thoughts that run on repeat throughout your day, making you feel worse.

Bestselling author Rick Thompson shares powerful tools for upleveling your thoughts,  
because the better your thoughts, the better your life!
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